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GLOSSARY

NSDP

National Spatial Development Perspective

AARP

Arid Areas Research Programme

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

Agri-BEE

Agricultural Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment

OREFSP

Orange River Emerging Farmer Settlement Programme

ART

Anti Retroviral Treatment

PGDS

Provincial Growth and Development Strategy

CARA

Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act

RIDS

Regional Industrial Development Strategy

CBD

Central Business District

SDF

Spatial Development Framework

DFA

Development Facilitation Act

SDP

Spatial Development Plan

DME

Department of Minerals and Energy

SEA

Strategic Environmental Assessment

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

SIP

Strategic Infrastructure Plan

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

GGP

Gross Geographic Product, i.e. for district or local Municipality

SMME

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

GLA

Gross Leasable Area

SoER

State of the Environment Report

GVA

Gross Value Added

SPC

Spatial Planning Category

HIV

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

I&AP

Interested and Affected Parties

WWTW

Waste Water Treatment Works

IDP

Integrated Development Plan

IEMP

Integrated Environmental Management Plan

IT

Information and Technology

IWMP

Integrated Waste Management Plan

LCA

Leliefontein Communal Area

LEAP

Living Edge of Africa Project

LUMS

Land Use Management Schemes

MEDS

Micro-Economic Development Strategy

MTAS

Municipal Turn Around Strategy

NBSAP

National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan

NCDoH

Northern Cape Department of Health

NGO

Non Governmental Organisations
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

The purpose of this report is to provide an understanding of the state of
the Namakwa District Municipality (see Figures 1.1.1 and 1.1.2), and the
various issues facing it in order to prepare a Spatial Development
Framework to help address those issues from a spatial perspective. The
report summarises national and provincial policies, the bio-physical and
built environment, economy and the people.
The report is structured in the following manner:
Section 1 describes the purpose and need for an SDF.
Section 2 describes a number of national provincial, district and local
guidelines, policy documents and concepts, all of which have a bearing
on the SDF.
Section 3 describes the current state of the Municipality under the
following subsections:
• Bio-physical;
• Socio-economic; and
• Built systems.

1.2

WHAT IS AN SDF AND WHY IS IT NEEDED?

The spatial management of growth in urban and rural environments to
accommodate urbanisation and the subsequent impact on resources
was previously done through the Guide Plans and Structure plans. These
took the form of rather inflexible master plans which were underpinned by
the principles of discrimination and separate development.
The new democratic government, post 1994, adopted a new system of
spatial planning described in principle in the Development Facilitation
and Municipal Systems Acts. This new system had two components to it.
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The first is an indicative plan or Spatial Development Framework (SDF)
intended to show desired patterns of land use, directions for future growth,
indicate the alignment of Urban Edges, and depict other special
development areas.
The impact of SDFs is limited to providing policy to guide and informing
land development and management. They do not change or confer real
rights on land.
The second component is the Land Use Management System (LUMS). This
is similar to a town planning or zoning scheme. In many instances where
they haven’t been replaced or repealed these still take the place of
LUMS.
In contrast to SDF’s LUMS have a binding effect on the
development rights attributed to land and confer real rights on properties.
Whereas previously LUMS were mainly confined to urban areas they now
apply across an entire Municipality, “wall to wall” governing the use of
rural land as well.
Because development in Municipalities is dynamic and responds to
changing socio-economic and environmental circumstances, it is
impossible to predict the exact requirements of development rights in
every instance, therefore, LUMS may be amended from time to time to
take into account these changing circumstances. This is normally
achieved through the processing of rezonings, subdivisions and removal of
title deed restrictions applications. It is in these instances where SDF’s play
an important role in guiding appropriate future change and providing
motivations as to the need and desirability, or not, of proposed land use
changes.
Because of their guiding and informing nature SDF’s also have a number
of other important roles in addition to guiding LUMS.
These include:
• Giving effect to the principles contained in the Development
Facilitation Act Chapter 1, see Section 2.1.1;
• Setting out objectives that reflect the desired spatial form;
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Figure 1.1.1

Namakwa Locality Plan
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•

•
•
•
•
•

1.3

Defining strategies and policies to achieve these objectives which
must indicate, amongst others:
- the desired pattern of land use;
- how spatial reconstruction will be addressed; and,
- providing strategic guidance in respect of the location and nature
of development. (In this regard it should be noted that the SDF
should inform the investment decisions of the public and the
private sectors.)
Set out a capital investment framework for development programs
(this will mainly inform public sector investment priorities);
Include a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) in the compilation
of the SDF;
Identify programs and projects for development of land;
Be aligned with neighbouring Municipal SDF’s; and,
Provide a visual representation of the designed spatial form with the
Municipality in the form of a map which must indicate the following:
- public and private land development and infrastructure
investment;
- desired and undesired use of land;
- may delineate the Urban Edge;
- identify areas for strategic investment;
- where policy intervention is needed; and,
- indicate where authority spending is required.

LEGAL STATUS OF THE SDF

Within the limitations of a SDF as laid down by the Local Government
Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act 32 of 2000- MSA) i.e. that it should be a
guiding and informing document and does not confer real rights on land,
it is intended that the SDF should be a binding document endorsed by the
Municipal Council and approved by the MEC in terms of Section 20(1) of
the Northern Cape Planning and Development Act, 1998 (Act 7 of 1998 –
NCPDA). Without this endorsement it will be difficult for the
recommendations to have any meaningful impact on future
development patterns.
The NCPDA notes that at a District Council level, an SDF, in terms of the
MSA, is similar to a Settlement and Infrastructure Development and
Management Plan. The purpose of this plan is to “provide a spatial and
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infrastructural framework to guide the location, distribution and servicing
of existing and proposed urban or rural settlements and to ensure the
exercise of power, duties and functions of the District Council through a
set of integrated and coordinated policies, objectives, implementational
strategies, programmes and projects.

1.4

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER PLANS

The SDF links the development objectives taken from the Integrated
Development Plan (IDP) and the Budget of the particular municipality.
Therefore, the SDF becomes the spatial presentation of the IDP objectives
that guide projects funded through the budget of the local municipality.
This link between the SDF, IDP and Budget is shown in Figure 1.4.1.

Figure 1.4.1

Link between SDF/IDP/Budget

The Namakwa District Municipal SDF is further linked to other spatial
policies at different levels of detail depending on their level of jurisdiction.
The National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) provides the broad
national development goals, objectives and strategies. This informs the
Northern Cape Provincial SDF (NC-PSDF). The NC-PSDF in turn informs the
District Municipal SDF. The District Municipal SDF then informs the
preparation of the Local Municipal SDFs. It should be noted that the
hierarchy is not only top down but also bottom up, i.e. the lower level
plans also inform the higher level plans through the updating process as a
result of more local level detailed information. The lower the level of the
plan the more detailed the plan becomes and vice versa. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.4.2.
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Figure 1.1.2

Aerial Photograph
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Figure 1.4.2

FRANCES BAARD
DISTRICT SDF

JOHN TAOLO
DISTRICT SDF

NAMAKWA
DISTRICT SDF

PIXLEY KA SEME
DISTRICT SDF

SIYANDA
DISTRICT SDF

CONSULTANT’S BRIEF

The consultants brief is to prepare an SDF for the Namakwa District
Municipality (NDM).

Phase 1 : Start up;

RICHTERSVELD
SDF

KHÂI-MA SDF

NAMA KHOI SDF

KAROO
HOOGLAND SDF

KAMIESBERG SDF

The following methodology, see figure 1.5.1, is used in this project:
HANTAM SDF

3

Increasing level of detail

1
2

1.5

NORTHERN CAPE SDF

Phase 2: Issues and Vision;
Phase 3: Status Quo;
Phase 4: Synthesis and Draft SDF;

Layers of SDF and Level of Detail

Phase 5: Achieving Support for the SDF;

Figure 1.4.3

Phase 6: Finalisation and Approval of the SDF and
Phase 7: Implementation – outside the scope of this brief.

(District Level)

Area Based Plan

The spatial development framework not only incorporates town planning
aspects, but a whole range of aspects affecting and affected by town
planning. Therefore, the SDF looks at the impact of the natural
environment (rivers, sensitive areas) as well as built environment aspects
such as housing, infrastructure, etc. and socio-economic aspects relating
to economy, human development indicators etc. Although prepared for
the Department of Community Services the SDF must guide all of the
Municipality’s departments. The SDF is therefore informed by and in turn
informs various line departments, see Figure 1.4.3.

SDF relationship to sector plans

Figure 1.5.1
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Phases in the process of completing an SDF

(source: CNdV, 2010)
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In terms of the Northern Cape Planning Development Act (NCPDA) a
District Council Settlement and Infrastructure Development and
Management Plan (District Spatial Plan) shall consist of the following:
•

•

A set of sectorally integrated and coordinated policies, objectives and
implementational strategies informed by:
o The Development Principles referred to in Chapter 1 (Section 3)
of the Development Facilitation Act (Act 67 of 1995);
o Any national or provincial policies, directives or initiatives which
may emanate from the Provincial Plan which may impact on
the area of jurisdiction of the District Council;
o The demographic composition and distribution of people living
and working within the area;
o The distribution of current and future economic activities and
opportunities within the area of jurisdiction of the district
council, including, amongst others, agricultural, processing,
service and tourist activities, and their access to markets,
transportation and pother infrastructural service needs, such as
water, electricity and communication networks;
o A set of identified, projected, and where appropriate,
quantifiable, social, economic, health and service related
needs of the area, in addition to those referred to in the bullet
above;
o The need to protect, maintain and where appropriate,
enhance ecologically sensitive systems and processes, areas of
biological diversity and areas with amenity value; and
o The fiscal and budgetary capacity of the district council and
any other sources of revenue available to it.
Prioritised programmes and projects aimed at implementing he
policies, objectives and strategies referred to in the above points
through:
o Defining targets based on projected needs, which shall, where
appropriate, be informed by the measurable and quantifiable
social, economic, health and service needs referred to in
subsection (1)(e);
o Prioritized three to five year capital expenditure programmes
informing the annual capital and operational budget
allocation of the district council;
o Motivating, levering an securing funding from provincial and
national sources;
CNdV africa Planning and Design CC

o
o

Motivating, levering and securing funding from any other
funding related agencies; or
Partnership arrangements with the private sector.

The following products will be produced in line with the above phases:
•
•
•
•

Inception Report
Status Quo Analysis Report covering Phases 1, 2 and 3;
Draft Spatial Development Framework covering Phases 4 and 5; and
Final SDF covering Phase 6.
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2.

GOVERNANCE AND LEGISLATION - IMPLICATIONS

There are a number of Acts, policies and guidelines to be considered in
the preparation of the SDF. The following section spells out some of the
more important documents in this regard.

2.1

NATIONAL POLICY

2.1.1

DFA Principles

The Development Facilitation Act (DFA) provides an important set of
overarching guidelines in the principles contained in Chapter 1 of the Act,
see Figure 2.1.1.
•

Promote efficient and integrated land development:
–

–
–

Integrate social, economic, institutional and physical aspects of land
development;
Promote availability of residential and employment opportunities in
close proximity to each other;
Optimise the use of existing resources;

–

Promote a diverse combination of land uses;

–

–

Limiting urban sprawl so as to increase urban efficiencies relating to
business thresholds and minimise the impact of urban growth on
agricultural land, areas of scenic beauty and areas of high biodiversity
potential.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• A clear understanding of the social, economic, institutional and
physical aspects related to the Namakwa District is required.
• Compact and integrated urban and rural areas which are
vibrant and support a mix of opportunities whilst optimising the
use of existing resources and infrastructure are to be
encouraged.
• Environmentally sensitive areas are to be identified and urban
development effectively managed or discouraged in these
areas.

Integrate land development in rural and urban areas;

–

–

•

Discourage the phenomenon of urban sprawl and contribute to
development of more compact towns and cities;
Contribute to the correction of historically distorted spatial patterns of
settlement in the Republic; and,

2.1.2

NSDP Spatial Guidelines

The National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) is an effort by
National Government to find the best way of allocating scarce resources
in the various geographic regions in the country. The basic premise of the
NSDP is that if there are not enough resources to satisfy all needs wherever
they may occur then they should be allocated to where the benefits will
be greatest.

Encourage environmentally sustainable land development.

Figure 2.1.1

DFA : Chapter 1 - Land Development Principles

Key themes contained in these principles include:
• Socio-economic integration;
•

Rural and urban integration;

•

The promotion of high levels of access that could minimise the need
for the use of the private motor vehicle; and,
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The NSDP takes the form of a spatial narrative, a set of maps and a
strategic response. Using these tools, the NSDP objectives are to:
• Provide a framework within in which to discuss future development;
• Act as a common reference point for national, provincial and local
government for the analysis of development potentials;
• Identify areas of tensions/ priority in achieving positive spatial
outcomes with government infrastructure;
• Provide governments response to the above mentioned for a given
time period.
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“The NSDP is unique in the sense that it proposes a mechanism that will link
local, provincial and national planning in one integrated system of
planning for development.” (source: NSDP)
There are five major principles of the NSDP:
• Economic growth is most likely to continue where it has previously
occurred and therefore economic potential will be highest in these
localities (NSDP, pg 24);
• Economically active people will tend to move to localities where jobs
or other livelihoods are available (NSDP, pg 24);
• Efforts to address past social inequalities should focus on people and
not in places where it will be difficult to promote sustainable and
economic growth (NSDP, pg 24);
• It is important that people are trained and skilled to participate
effectively in the economy. Because of the tendency of people to
move to areas of greatest opportunity especially when they have skills,
programs in areas with low economic development potential should
focus on enhancing people skills rather than the construction of fixed
infrastructure. This will avoid the risk of such investment becoming
redundant if people move away or there is not sufficient demand to
justify high levels of expenditure;
• Future government spending on infrastructure and development
should be in localities that would not become poverty traps (NSDP, pg
25);
Figure 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2 illustrates the principles of the NSDP Spatial
Guidelines.

Facilities for the delivery of these programs in centres or areas of low
economic potential should use and share existing facilities. In many of
these locations there are under-utilised school buildings, clinics, etc. which
could be refurbished and used as multi-purpose centres.

Figure 2.1.2.1 Principles of the NSDP Spatial Guidelines

The NSDP also recognises that development potential tends to be
greatest along linear corridors or axes, see Figure 2.1.2.2. This is as a result
of the relationship between urban nodes of opportunity and the transport
and communication routes that connect them. In some instances a river
whose banks also have enhanced economic opportunities could also
give rise to linear development corridors as zones of investment priority.

Centres which have existing or potential economic growth should be the
priority for economic investment, i.e. fixed infrastructure such as housing,
underground services and roads. Centres with low economic potential
should not be priorities for fixed infrastructure. However, social capital
programs such as health, adult basic education and training,
entrepreneurship development, and business and technical training
should be directed to wherever people may require them. In this way,
should the recipients decide to move to other centres, they will, in effect,
be able to take this investment with them.
Figure 2.1.2.2 Development Potential along Linear Corridors
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To best identify the principles of the NSDP spatial guidelines and those
areas where investment could be encouraged. Figure 2.1.2.3 shows the
district municipality in the context of the draft National SDF for the whole
country.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• The District Municipality as a whole and two of its local
municipalities, Hantam and Richtersveld, are considered to be in
distress, warranting extra support from national and provincial
government;
• The Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR)
has identified broad agricultural corridors along the N7 and N14
routes which could be linear development corridors and zones of
investment priority;
• Coinciding with the N7 agriculture corridor is a SANBI biodiversity
priority corridor as well as a SANBI biodiversity escarpment. This
coincides approximately with the agricultural and biodiversity
priority corridors, another potential investment priority including
around Brandvlei near Sutherland;
• There is a band of important wetlands across the centre of NDM as
well as some in the south which could possible have investment
potential;
• The National SDF indicates Springbok, Pofadder and Port Nolloth as
settlements with no growth potential. However, this is not borne
out in the case of Springbok according to the Distribution of
Economic Activity (CSIR, 2006), see Figure 2.8.
• Calvinia is identified as a “grain silo town” suggesting it has
significant agricultural potential.
Difficult Choices and Decisions
The principle of allocating investment into areas of greater economic
potential is considered controversial in situations where there is a concern
that this might lead to socio-economic or spatial marginalisation of areas
of less economic potential. While this is a valid concern, it needs to be
clearly understood that in spatial terms resources are not equally
distributed.
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Figure 2.1.2.4 illustrates the difference between ideal relationships where
all space is equal, people are distributed evenly across that space, and
resources and opportunities are also equally distributed, and reality. In
reality space is warped by topography, unequal distribution of mineral
resources, and a greater concentration of ecosystem services such as
water, soil fertility, areas of biodiversity, in some areas than in others.
As a consequence of the warping of these patterns different parts of the
landscape have greater opportunities than others. This, in turn, is reflected
by the uneven development of infrastructure providing access to these
areas of opportunity.
This leads to a similarly biased or uneven pattern of economic potential
and population distribution.
It is important that the uneven pattern of these very powerful underlying
forces is understood when resources are being allocated so as to minimise
wastage and inefficiencies.
In summary, the NSDP aims to direct where government invests its money.
It targets areas that have high economic growth potential for the
infrastructural (major physical) and social investment. Other areas that do
not have high economic growth potential may receive only social capital
investment i.e. investing in people, in educating, empowering, and
uplifting the people.
It is argued that people who are located in areas of low or no economic
growth potential will most likely move to areas of higher economic growth
potential and in that way the investment in infrastructure in the low
economic growth potential areas will be wasted. Therefore, it is
considered more beneficial to invest in education and training so that
people can take these skills with them if they migrate.
Current living conditions and standards in areas of low growth potential
may increase resulting in their area improving its economic potential. By
following this strategy government would have invested wisely and
ensured the best return for public investment.
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Figure 2.1.2.4 Differences between Ideal and Actual Patterns of Resources and Opportunities

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• NDM’s settlements are classified as secondary and tertiary with
Springbok, Sutherland and Port Nolloth considered to have no
growth potential (DRDLR, 2010). Calvinia is identified as a “grain
silo town” suggesting it has significant agricultural potential. This
suggests that human development programmes are to be
developed here.
• Towns with low economic development potential should further be
identified and human development programmes are to be
developed and implemented in these settlements.
• Settlements with economic potential for growth need to be
identified in order to direct fixed economic infrastructure
investment and human development programmes throughout the
district.
• Investigate delivery mechanisms for services to the settlements with
low economic growth potential.
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Figure 2.1.2.3 Proposed Draft National SDF (source: DRDLR, 2010)
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2.1.3

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism: South Africa’s
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan

o
o

The Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism prepared the
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) “to develop a plan
of action for the conservation and sustainable use of the country‘s
biological diversity.”
During the NBSAP preparation, the National Biodiversity Implementation
Plan identified objectives, outcomes and activities required for the NBSAP
to achieve its goals.

o
o
•

Strategic Objective Four: Enhance human wellbeing and
development by enhancing the sustainable use of biological
resources and equitable sharing of benefits.
Targets:
o
Economies based on the use of species and genetic resources
are optimized and sustainably managed
o
Priority fish stocks recover to sustainable levels
o
No species status declines
National products sector contribution to GDP grows by 50%
o
o
With more effective and equitable resources, poverty is
alleviated

•

Strategic Objective Five: Maintain key ecological processes across
the landscape and seascape.
Targets:
o
Comprehensive biodiversity monitoring systems inform
planning
o
Protected area network in marine environmental hence
contribution to representation targets in priority areas
o
No further loss of endangered ecosystems
o
Establish protected environments and manage effectively

These objectives and targets include:
•

•

•

Strategic Objective One: A policy and legislative framework that
allows the integration of biodiversity management objectives into the
economy.
Targets:
o
South Africa is to meet its international obligations with regards
to biodiversity
o
Biodiversity issues become integrated in the macro-economy,
informing policy, planning, budgeting and decision making at
all levels
Strategic Objective Two: Ensure good governance in the biodiversity
sector by enhancing institutional effectiveness and efficiency.
Targets:
o
Biodiversity concerns occupy a significant place on the
national agenda
o
Government, stakeholders and role-players work together
(effectively and
efficiently)
to
achieve
biodiversity
management objectives
Strategic Objective Three: Integrated terrestrial and aquatic
management to minimise the impacts of threatening processes on
biodiversity, enhances ecosystem services and improve socioeconomic security.
Targets:
o
By focusing on programmes aimed at poverty alleviation,
effective control of priority invasive species is achieved
CNdV africa Planning and Design CC

Meet biodiversity objectives within all biodiversity priority areas
Produce disaster prevention and management plans
incorporating wise ecosystem management principles and
practices
Genetically modified organisms which threaten biodiversity,
are not to be released into the environment
Consider biodiversity in all aspects of resource use

Implications for Namakwa Municipality
The following environmentally important areas have been identified in
the NDM (DRDLR, 2010 – see Figure 2.1.2.3):
• The western part of the district municipality from the coast to the
east of the N7 that has been identified as a SANBI priority area.
• The western mountain ranges including the Kamiesberg and the
Hantam which has been identified as a SANBI Escarpment. These
areas should be managed in line with the objectives and targets
of the NBSAP.
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2.1.4

Regional Industrial Development Strategy (RIDS)

The Department of Trade and Industries (DTI) Regional Industrial
Development Strategy (RIDS) seeks to move South Africa's industrial
development policy from the apartheid era's top-down localized
approach to a bottom-up approach that treats regions as functional
entities and builds on locally available skills and resources and relies on
external investment. (The DTI, Draft Regional Industrial Development
Strategy, June 2006, pg 16)
Therefore, it also seeks to strengthen world-class regions. These are high
performance regions that contain companies or networks of companies
which need to constantly upgrade so that they do not fall behind in
global competition. (The DTI, ibid)
One strategy here is to concentrate a critical mass of firms in a chosen
industry sector together with its upstream suppliers and service providers in
a specific geographic location. Necessary support infrastructure includes
transport, logistics, communications, education and training. Gauteng's
Blue IQ is an example of such a regional economic development strategy.

Figure 2.1.4.1 Determinants of Systemic Competitiveness
(source: Draft Regional Industrial Development Strategy, DTI, 2006, pg20)

RIDS identifies four levels that determine systematic competitiveness, see
Figure 2.1.4.1.
National and regional industrial development policy is responsible for the
Meta and Macro levels. It is at the Meso and Micro levels where district
and local municipal policies can have the greatest effect.
Implications for Namakwa Municipality
• Figure 2.1.4.2 indicates that Namakwa District Municipality is
considered to have static economic growth potential.
• Figure 2.1.4.3 overleaf, illustrates Namakwa District Municipality
as having significant levels of gross valued added at Port
Nolloth, Springbok and Calvinia.
• Peaks of around R15 – 30m GVA / 50km²/pa, R30 – 45m /
50km²/pa and R45 – 65/ 50km²/pa around Springbok are
indicated
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Study area

Figure 2.1.4.2 Medium to High Base Areas (source: CSIR, 2006)
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Study area

Figure 2.1.4.3 Distribution of Economic Activity, based on GVA (source: CSIR, 2006)
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2.1.5

Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Bill, 2012 (SPLUMB)

The Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Bill (SPLUMB), 2012 (Bill 14
of 2012) is currently being driven through parliament by the Minister for
Rural Development and Land Reform. This bill, when approved, will
provide a framework for spatial planning and land use management; and
an alternative set of legislation to the current provincial Acts.
The SPLUMB advances the following principles for spatial planning, land
use management and land development:
•

•

•

Principle of Spatial Justice
− Improve access to and use of land
− Include persons and areas previously excluded (informal
settlements, former homelands, areas of poverty, etc.)
− Enable redress in access to land by disadvantaged communities
and people
− Flexible and appropriate land use management systems for
disadvantaged areas, informal areas and former homeland areas
− Access to secure tenure and incremental upgrading of informal
areas
− Land value to not affect the decision of a Municipal Planning
Tribunal when considering an application.
Principle of Spatial Sustainability
− Promote land development in the Republic
− Protect prime and unique agricultural land
− Uphold environmental management instruments
− Promote and stimulate land markets
− Consider current and future costs when providing infrastructure
and social services
− Limit urban sprawl and promote sustainable land development
− Create viable communities
Principle of Efficiency
−
−

−

Efficient development application procedures to be streamlined
and all parties adhere to timeframes

•

Principle of Spatial Resilience
− Flexible spatial plans, policies and land use management systems
to accommodate sustainable livelihoods in communities
vulnerable to economic and environmental shocks.

•

Principle of Good Administration
− Integrated approach to land use and land development across all
spheres of government
− All departments to provide their inputs during the preparation of a
spatial development framework (SDF)
− Requirements of land development laws to be met timeously
− Transparent public participation processes when preparing or
amending spatial plans, policies and land use schemes
− Clearly set policies, legislation and procedures to inform and
empower the public
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
The SPLUMB notes that the following should be encapsulated in a
Regional Spatial Development Framework (Section 19). This is similar to
a district SDF:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

give effect to the development principles;
give effect to national and provincial policies, priorities, plans and
planning legislation;
reflect the current state of affairs in that area from a spatial and
land use perspective of the region;
indicate desired patterns of land use in that area;
provide basic guidelines for spatial planning, land development
and land use management in that area;
propose how the framework is to be implemented and funded;
and
be consistent with environmental legislation.

Optimally use existing resources and infrastructure
Decision-making procedures to minimise negative financial, social,
economic and environmental impacts
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2.2

PROVINCIAL POLICY

2.2.1

Northern Cape Planning and Development Act (Act 7 of 1998)

The Northern Cape Planning and Development Act provides an important
set of overarching guidelines to guide the preparation and the
implementation of integrated land developmental plans, management of
rural and urban land, its development by means of land use
management mechanisms etc.
Key themes contained in these principles include:
•
Encourage integrated land development;
•
Development employment opportunities and housing in an
integrated manner;
•
Optimise the use of existing resources, e.g. agriculture, minerals,
infrastructure and social facilities;
•
Encourage a variety of land-uses;
•
Discourage sprawling towns and cities and encourage
more
compact towns and cities;
•
Restore historically divided spatial patterns of settlements;
•
Encourage viable communities;
•
Encourage the sustained protection of the environment.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• Proposals are to be developed which will integrate settlements
and towns and provide for a variety of land uses without
negatively affecting the natural environment.
2.2.2

Northern Cape Provincial Growth and Development Strategy 2004
– 2014

The Northern Cape Growth and Development Strategy has the following
vision for the Province:
“Building a prosperous, sustainable growing provincial economy to
reduce poverty and improve social development.”
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The strategy for the growth and development of the Province is guided by
the following key principles:
•
Equality – notwithstanding the need to advance persons previously
disadvantaged, development planning should ensure that all persons
should be treated equally;
•
Efficiency –the promotion of the optimal utilisation of existing physical,
human and financial resources;
•
Integration – the integration of spatially coherent regional and local
economic development and improved service delivery systems.
•
Good Governance – the promotion of democratic, participatory, cooperative and accountable systems of governance and the efficient
and effective administration of development institutions;
•
Sustainability – the promotion of economic and social development
through the sustainable management and utilisation of natural
resources and the maintenance of the productive value of the
physical environment;
•
Batho Pele – the placement of people and their needs at the
forefront of its concern and serve their physical, psychological,
developmental, economic, social and cultural interests equitably.
The following primary development objectives are identified:
•
Promoting the growth, diversification and transformation of the
provincial economy; and
•
Poverty reduction through social development.
In order for these objectives to be attained, the objectives at a macro
level need to be successful. These include:
•
Developing requisite levels of human and social capital;
•
Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of governance and other
development institutions; and;
•
Enhancing infrastructure for economic growth and social
development.
The strategy has set out the following quantifiable targets for the Province,
based on its Vision and objectives:
•
maintain an average annual economic growth rate of between 4% 6%;
•
halve the unemployment rate by 2014;
•
reduce the number of households living in absolute poverty by 5% per
annum;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improve the literacy rate by 50% by 2014;
reduce infant mortality by two thirds by 2014;
reduce maternal mortality by two thirds by 2014;
provide shelter for all by 2014;
provide clean water to all in the province by 2009;
eliminate sanitation problems by 2009;
reduce crime by 10% by 2014;
stabilise the prevalence rate of HIV and AIDS and begin the reverse
by 2014;
redistribute 30% of productive agricultural land to PDI’s by 2015;
conserve and protect 6,5% of our valuable biodiversity by 2014; and;
provide adequate infrastructure for economic growth and
development by 2014.
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TARGET AREAS
Economic growth rate
4% - 6%

Unemployment to be
halved

CURRENT STATUS NAMAKWA DISTRICT

2004/2014 TARGET

2.03% (2009)

Strict definition of unemployment: approx.
11 663 are unemployed (2001), say 11 600

P.A. TARGET
District

To reduce from 11 660
to 5800 requires the
same amount of jobs
to be created, say
6000

Note the target
agreed between
the NDM and the
Northern Cape is
1000 jobs by 2012.

Note the target
agreed between the
NDM and the
Northern Cape is 1000
jobs by 2012.
(per.com. NDM
Municipal Manager)
Households in poverty

10 641 indigent households (2005)

Literacy rate

2001
No schooling and unspecified (11%)
7499
Some primary schooling (21%)
13 962
Primary school and above (68%)
44 528
32% are functionally illiterate (21 461)

Reduce child mortality
(<1 year)
Reduce child mortality
(<5 years)
Tuberculosis

2,7%

(reduce by 2/3)

5%

(reduce by 2/3)

74,5% (2010)

85% cure rate

Stabilize HIV

11,8% (2010)

Shelter for all

6544 households on the waiting list (2006)

Stabilize and reverse
HIV prevalence rates
6544 units

Free basic services to
indigents
● Clean water
(2009);
● Sanitation (2009)

47.4% of households have in-house access to
water
72% of households have flush toilets
75.7 households use electricity

Table 2.2.6.1

reduce by 5% (pa)
Reduce to 4789
Improve literacy rate
by 50%. To reduce
literacy rate to 10 730

532 p.a
3576 to become
functionally literate
pa.

2,6% by 2012/13
2,5% by 2014/15
4,8% by 2012/13
4% by 2014/15
78% by 2012/13
85% by 2014/15

2181 units pa.

COMMENTS
Economic growth rate needs to be
doubled to meet target.
Main opportunities in Municipality:
• Agriculture
• Service – retail and transport,
medical
• Agro-industry
• Eco and agri-tourism
Opportunities include:
• Agriculture – biggest single employer
but declining
• Manufacturing/ energy/
construction + services only sectors
showing growth
• Wholesale + retail including informal
markets
(require more upper income
residents and compete with foreign
business owners)
Note: attracting retirees will increase
retail and domestic work demand
• Tourism and retirees
• Reduce the number of indigent
families.
• Increase numbers of primary and
secondary school leavers
• Big need for ABET courses:
- sufficient facilities available
- need for trainers and programs
• Increase intensive health promotion
activities
• Increase intensive health promotion
activities
• Attend to defaulters – tracers.
Increase in defaulters rate due to
people migrant workers.
• Increase the coverage of HIV
counselling and testing.
• Mostly indigent who will add to
Municipality’s cost burdens unless
off-grid technologies used, e.g. :
o
Water harvesting
o
Dry toilets
o
Solar hot water cylinders
o
Community refuse removal
or covered by government grants for
capital and operating costs
• identify indigent families and needs
• Eradicate bucket systems(note: may
have been completed by now).

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS

• Increase land in production (commonage)
• Increased productivity on land already under
production

• Industrial space for packing/transport
• Greater density of tourist attractions

• See above

• Create informal markets
• Needs to attract more high income residents,
pleasant and affordable residential opportunities
• Facilities, schools, hospitals, golf courses etc.

• Use existing facilities / convert to multi-purpose if
necessary

• Health facilities available

Namakwa : Key Target Areas from NC PSDF
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2.2.3

Northern Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework, 2012

The Northern Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework is a draft
policy currently available for public comment. The spatial Vision for the
NC PSDF is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.1. This plan is intended to provide a first
level broad guide to land use throughout the Province.
The purpose of the NC PSDF is ‘to create an environment that is
conducive to economic, social and ecological sustainability and
prosperity.” The spatial vision for the Province for the next 30 years consists
of the following:
•
It envisages the province in an appropriate international, national
and provincial context recognising the province as a key component
of the biosphere due to its inherent comparative and competitive
advantages;
•
It constitutes a coherently structured matrix of sustainable land-use
zones that collectively support a dynamic provincial economy vested
in the primary economic sectors, in particular, mining, agriculture,
tourism, and the energy industry. The matrix comprises the following
- Natural resource areas and critical biodiversity areas connected
through a network of functional ecological corridors;
- Productive agricultural regions pivoting around the core
agricultural resources;
- A coherent hierarchy of viable and appropriately-governed
human settlements bordered by appropriate bioregional
parameters;
- The settlements are to be clustered in close proximity to the
primary economic development corridors supported by adequate
bulk services and linked by an efficient transportation network to
the global, national and neighbouring provincial economies.
Figure 2.2.3.1 indicates 6 Spatial Planning Categories (SPCs):
•
SPC A and SPC B: Protected and conservation-worthy land that is
essential for environmental integrity and human well-being;
•
SPC C: Agricultural land which constitutes the resource base for the
agricultural sector;
•
SPC D: Urban areas prioritised in terms of their relative levels of human
need and economic potential.
The prioritisation of the urban
settlements is indicated so as to prioritise fixed investment and human
needs programs;
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•

•

SPC E: Industrial areas indicating, in particular, the development
corridors where the main mining, industrial and energy sectors are
concentrated. Economic development focus areas including
potential industrial development nodes are indicated;
SPC D: Bulk services, main access routes and infrastructure required to
sustain the economic sectors that support the economy of the
Province.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• The N7 Development Corridor traversing the municipality from south to north
- This corridor stretches from Cape Town through the Namakwa desert up to
Namibia. It is world famous for its empty spaces, flower blooms and unspoilt
scenery.
• The Fishing and Mariculture Corridor along the municipality’s western
coastal edge - The Namakwa land coast is the centre of the fishing and
mariculture sector, and this corridor has the primary node at Port Nolloth
followed by the secondary nodes of Hondeklip Bay and Alexander Bay.
• The Fishing and Mariculture Corridor proposal, the fishing at Hondeklip Bay
and Alexander Bay, and the large mariculture project at Port Nolloth are
not affected by the coastal strip mining.
• The coastal corridor has been significantly impacted by open cast
diamond mining.
• However, this presents a challenge to the proposed Core 1 SPC designation
for the coastal corridor as major rehabilitation would be needed to restore
its biodiversity.
• Namakwa Industrial Mineral Corridor traversing the centre of the
Municipality from Fraserburg to Springbok - The Namakwa district has a
multitude of industrial minerals such as granite, slate, mica, clay, etc. The
intention is to have a central processing and logistics hub for the different
industries and to make operators more competitive.
• A core SPC including the Richtersveld, Namakwa and Tankwa Karoo
National Parks and the coastal corridor.
• A network of buffer corridors protecting the rivers. Note: Given the
importance of the river systems it is suggested these should be upgraded to
Core 2 (non proclaimed biodiversity conservation areas).
• The following settlements have been identified as settlements with high
development potential: Alexander Bay; Calvinia; Garies; Kamieskroon;
Kleinzee; Nababeep; Okiep; Port Nolloth; and Springbok.
• The PSDF should indicate Intensive and Extensive Agricultural Investment
Corridors.

Note: the NCPSDF is currently available for Public Comment. Specific proposals,
projects and implementation strategies are yet to be formulated.
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Figure 2.2.3.1 Northern Cape PSDF Composite Spatial Vision (source: Dennis Moss Partnership)
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2.2.4

Northern Cape Manufacturing Strategy Document, 2004

The Northern Cape Manufacturing Strategy document was prepared in
2004 for the Provincial Department of Finance and Economic Affairs. The
strategy was prepared to better understand the issues and challenges
faced by the province’s manufacturing industry.
The following is the vision of the Manufacturing Strategy for the Northern
Cape: “To industrialise the Northern Cape through ineterventions that
would strengthen the Province’s competitiveness, create local
employment and optimise the beneficiation and value-addition of local
resources”.
The strategy recommends that the Northern Cape Provincial Government
focus on the following areas in order to evoke positive change, that is very
necessary in the manufacturing industry:
1. establish a Manufacturing Development Centre for the province:
This Centre will indicate to industry stakeholders the commitment
of the province to manufacturing development. This will link the
Northern Cape manufacturers to national and other supply side
support mechanisms, and facilitate a firm-knowledge of and
access to existing and potential markets.
2. develop a Northern Cape Manufacturing Cluster: It is
recommended that the Cluster be constituted as an association
not for gain and that it represent a true partnership between the
provincial manufacturing sector and government with half the
Executive responsible for running the Cluster nominated from
industry and half from governmental bodies.
3. secure further support from the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI) with respect to the manufacturing sector in the Northern
Cape. The DTI have the following programs relevant to the
manufacturing sector in the Northern Cape:
- Sector Partnership Fund;
- Small Medium Enterprise Development Program;
- Black Business Supplier Development Program;
- Critical Infrastructure Fund;
- Foreign Investment Grant;
- Skills Support Program, Strategic Industrial Projects; and,
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-

Export Marketing Investment Assistance.

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• No specific proposals were made for the Municipality.
• The manufacturing sector is currently very limited – however, there is
great potential to increase the sector contribution from
manufacturing, especially for export markets by adding value to
raw materials.
2.2.5

Provincial Department of Agriculture and Land Reform Strategic
Plan 2005 – 2010

The Provincial Department of Agriculture and Land Reform Strategic Plan
has the following as its Vision:
“A united and prosperous agricultural sector.”
The Vision is supported by the following mission:
“The Department of Agriculture & Land Reform will enable the
development of the province through increased and sustainable
agricultural production, land reform programme, food security, and
sustainable use of natural resources.”
The broad policies, priorities and strategic identified by the department for
the next 3 years are as follows:
• Ensuring equitable access and participation by the previously
disadvantaged individuals and communities through:
- Land reform;
- Comprehensive agricultural support programme;
- Agri-BEE;
- Livestock improvement programme;
- Women in Agriculture programme;
- Training of small scale/emerging farmers;
- Orange River Emerging Farmer Settlement Programme (OREFSP)
• Improving global competitiveness and profitability of agricultural sector
through:
- Research and development;
- Agro-processing projects;
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- Implementation of customized commodity strategies;
- Facilitating export of agricultural products
• Promoting and implementation of food security programme by:
- Increasing food production;
- Promoting food safety awareness.
Target projects and programmes that will support the Provincial Growth
and Development Strategy for the next 3 – 5 years include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive agricultural support programme;
Land care projects;
Commercialisation of goats;
Export readiness of emerging farmers;
Food security projects;
Animal disease surveillance programme;
Agro-processing projects;
Orange river emerging farmer settlement programme;
Research projects (small stock and alternate crops);
Land reform projects; and,
Agri-BEE.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• No specific proposals were made for the Municipality.
• Commonage plans need to be prepared to ensure the optimal
utilisation of the commonages
• There is a need to implement a land reform programme at the local
municipality level.
• The Richtersveld Land Claim (RVC) for land in Alexander Bay is the
most significant land claim settlement reached and involved mining
land and rights.

concentrates, and uncut diamonds accounted for the majority of the
sales.
South Africa has the 9th largest iron ore reserve base in the world. It is the
7th biggest producer (30.5 Mt in 2002) and the 6th biggest exporter (24.3
Mt in 2004) accounting for 4,7% of world exports. The principal deposits are
located in the Northern Cape where Kumba operates the large Sishen
mine, which is the world's third-largest iron ore mine. It produced 27 Mt in
2004 of which 21.7 Mt was exported through Saldanha Bay via a non-stop
service on the Sishen Saldanha rail line which passes through the middle of
the district. Assmang operate the much smaller Beeshoek mine outside
Postmasburg in the Northern Cape, which produces approximately 5
Mtpa. Both companies are operating at capacity.
The Province contains 103 operating mines and quarries consisting of:
• Large mines: There are 10 large mines producing iron, manganese and
base metals;
• Large cement and lime producers: There are 3 large integrated
producers;
• Diamond mines: There are 64 diamond mines ranging from middlesized underground operations to small alluvial and marine diamond
operations;
• Industrial minerals: There are 29 small producers of assorted industrial
minerals.
One of the challenges at the national and provincial level is to identify the
critical factors and the necessary conditions required to shift the industrial
base from its current dependence on natural resources along a hightechnology growth path. At the Provincial level, the greatest challenge is
how to broaden and encourage opportunities within the mineral industry.
Key objectives of the mining strategy include the following:

2.2.6

Mining and Mineral Sector Strategy for the Northern Cape

The mineral industry has historically been a critical component of the
Northern Cape Province. According to the strategy document, in 2003
the Northern Cape contributed R 10.8 billion (7.8%) by value of total
mineral sales nationally. Sales of iron ore, manganese ore, base metal
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• To assist entrepreneurs to establish beneficiation businesses around the
mining sector aimed at promoting the wellbeing of the people of the
Province;
• Mitigate environmental damage as far as possible;
• Facilitate environmental degradation caused by mining activities.
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Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
Mining generally continues for as long as the rersources are
available. Gold and diamonds are mined based on the financial
viability at a given time. Lime and cement mining generally
occur for about 10 – 20 years.
•
No specific proposals were made for the Municipality.
•
Should full-scale mining operations commence in the district
there will be economic impacts including:
o Transport
o Accommodation
o Labour and maintenance
•
Mining is one of the major sectors in the NDM and is found in all
local municipalities except the Hantam and Karoo Hoogland
Municipalities. The closure of one of the largest mines, O’kiep
Copper Company, north of Springbok, has greatly impacted on
the economy and social cohesion.
•
Both Kleinzee (ghost town) and Alexander Bay were thriving
during the periods when diamonds were mined here.
Downscaling of diamond mining has lead to these towns having
to focus on other sectors of the economy. Given their location
on the coast, both towns have the potential of developing their
tourism sectors.
2.2.7

Northern Cape Small Medium and Micro Enterprise Strategy

The Northern Cape Small Medium and Micro Enterprise Strategy states
that even though the contribution to the provincial GDP is very minimal,
this sector is the largest employer in the province.
The strategy notes that creative solutions are needed to successfully
engage the Northern Cape’s large number of unemployed in sustainable
economic activities.
The following key issues are noted in the strategy with respect to the
design of new SMMEs:
• A market led approach to ensure that support activities are focussed
on practical needs towards getting the market to work properly;
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• The prevailing “hand-out” syndrome must to be counteracted by
engendering an internal locus of control value system;
• Pursue opportunities available through focussing on product markets in
addition to business services;
• Differentiate between survivalists and the formal small business sector;
• Integrate the perceived opposing forces of sustainability and
participation into business promotion;
• Distinguish political organisations from business operations;
• Try and promote the principles of Ubuntu instead of competition.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
In order to reduce the number of unemployed people in the
Municipality, it is proposed that the LED strategy include the
strategies proposed.

2.2.8

Arid Areas Research Programme (AARP)

The Arid Areas Research Programme (AARP) focuses on socio-economic
development in arid areas, i.e. the under developed hinterland of South
Africa, Botswana and Namibia. The Karoo is a key focus area and
traverses four provinces in South Africa, namely the Western Cape,
Northern Cape, Eastern Cape, and the Free State.
The Arid Areas Research Programme is housed at the Centre for
Development Support (University of the Free State in Bloemfontein), closely
collaborates with the Institute for Social and Economic Research and the
Department of Economics at Rhodes University. Other partnerships are
constantly being sought.
The approach taken in the overarching Arid Areas Research Programme
has several important dimensions which include the following:
• It is interdisciplinary, including economics, sociology, politics,
demographics, urban planning, and agriculture;
• The programme creates a space for academic research and
unpublished consultancy work ("grey research") to interact with each
other (a new approach in South Africa);
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• The programme is implemented in active partnership with the National
Research Foundation (NRF). The NRF has already approved an Arid
Areas Niche Research Area, to be based at the Centre for
Development Support (CDS), at the University of the Free State;
• The programme encourages partnerships. In this regard, three
important relationships have already been established: (1) The SANPAD
Fund has approved a commonage study by three MA students, to be
co-ordinated by Rhodes University; (2) the Nama Karoo Foundation,
based in Graaff-Reinet, which conducts ongoing research in
ecological management in the Karoo; and (3) the Karoo Institute,
which is based in Philippolis;
• The programme has an active capacity-building component;
• The programme promotes international exchanges on development
policies in arid areas. This will include Namibia, Botswana, Chile,
Mexico, the US, Australia, and India.
2.2.8.1

The Karoo Development Foundation (part of the AARP)

The Karoo Development Foundation's forms part of the AARP and its
mission is to create a sense of local ownership and pride in the unique and
diverse cultural, architectural and natural heritages of the Karoo, promote
regional cohesion in the Karoo, and promote sustainable socio-economic
development in the Karoo.
The goals of the Karoo Development Foundation are as follows:
• To create opportunities for local people to take an active interest in the
preservation of their architectural, natural, cultural and archaeological
heritage;
• Promote innovative, imaginative and effective economic and social
development and investment programmes to enhance the quality of
life of residents of the Karoo, with due sensitivity for the natural and
cultural heritage of the region;
• Encourage inclusive and people-centered development strategies,
which will promote employment, emergent enterprises, and will
alleviate poverty in Karoo communities;
• Preserve the ecological heritage of the Karoo;
• Facilitate co-operation amongst government, municipal, private and
civil society organisations in the Karoo, and assist them to achieve their
developmental goals;
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• Promote research, publications and exchanges of information and best
practice solutions to arid areas problems;
• Register and protect generic names and geographical products,
developments, fauna, flora and property on behalf of the beneficiary
community in the Karoo;
• May acquire buildings or land of historical, architectural or ecological
importance, and renovate or rehabilitate land or landscapes, to
preserve the heritage of the culture and history of the people of the
Karoo;
• May acquire displays, books, artefacts, photographs, mementoes and
all such objects pertaining to the natural environment, historical, social,
political and cultural nature and development of the area, in order to
promote the preservation of such resources;
• Promote a conservation ethic within the Karoo community, and foster
a greater understanding of the natural environment, values, local
products, history, and architecture of the Karoo community;
• Liaise with other similar organisations or trusts for the exchange of
knowledge, exhibitions or support;
• Facilitate international contact and exchanges to promote sustainable
development in the arid and semi-areas;
• Endeavour to achieve the Trust’s aims and objectives, the Trustees shall
always respect the rights and wishes of the Karoo community.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
Support the Arid Areas Research Programme (including the
Karoo Development Trust), particularly to produce more research
on the social, economic and political issues in the Karoo.
•
Promote the Karoo Development Trust as a mechanism for
creating a sense of local ownership amongst the Karoo
inhabitants in terms of the architectural, natural, cultural and
archaeological heritage.
•
The Karoo Development Trust is a valuable mechanism for social
upliftment in the Namakwa District.
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2.2.8.2

Succulent Karoo Ecosystem Program

The Succulent Karoo Ecosystem Programme (SKEP) is a long term, multistakeholder bioregional conservation and development programme, with
four strategic areas, see Figure 2.2.9.1:
• Increasing local and international awareness of the unique biodiversity
of the Succulent Karoo;
• Expanding protected areas and improving conservation management;
• Supporting a matrix of harmonious land uses; and,
• Improving institutional co-ordination.

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
The following priority areas are noted and applicable:
- Greater Richtersveld (2)
- Namakwaland uplands (4)
- Central Namakwaland Coast (5)
- Bokkeveld-Hantam-Roggeveld (7)
•
Incorporate the above priority areas into district level biodiversity
conservation planning to promote the protection of these unique
environments.

The Succulent Karoo biodiversity hotspot extends from the southwest
through the north-west areas of South Africa and into southern Namibia
(SKEP Phase 2, August 2008).
SKEP has the following as its Vision:
"that the people of the Succulent Karoo take ownership of and enjoy their
unique living landscape in a way that maintains biodiversity and improves
livelihoods now and in perpetuity."
In 2001, the following 20 year conservation targets were set:
• 75 percent of the conservation targets set in the SKEP process for 135
vegetation types will be protected and conserved;
• Key climatic gradients and riverine corridors will be taken into
consideration in the creation or expansion of any protected areas;
• Globally threatened and endangered species listed in the Red Data
sources will be under additional protection;
• Sites in the Succulent Karoo hotspot that house unique, endemic and
globally threatened species will be identified and protected.
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Figure 2.2.9.1

Priority areas in the Succulent Karoo (source: SKEP Phase 2, August 2008).
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2.2.9

Northern Cape Province Coastal Management Plan (2005)

The Northern Cape Province Coastal Management Plan was prepared in
2005. The Coastal Management Plan has the following as its vision:
“To promote sustainable coastal development and the realization of
livelihoods that reflects the true range of ecological and socio-economic
opportunities in Namaqualand coastal zone. This will be achieved by
creating co-operative governance institutions and capacity to promote
integrated coastal management, and by defining goals and strategies
that attract investment, both financial and social, to promote
environmental conservation and sectoral growth”.
The study was undertaken in two phases:
•
•

Phase 1: a State of Play report that outlines the resources and
status of coastal management in the province;
Phase 2: the development of a Provincial Coastal
Management Plan.

The Northern Cape Province Coastal Management Plan focused on
translating the National Coastal Management Policy into a provincial
context and to provide strategies with which to build co-operative
governance institutions that can effectively implement integrated coastal
management.
The Coastal Plan for the Northern Cape Province compiled a list of priority
coastal zone management areas.
These issues were categorized
according to the Themes that are outlined in the White Paper on
Sustainable Coastal Management which include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Theme A: Governance and capacity building;
Theme B: Our National Asset;
Theme C: Coastal Planning and Development;
Theme D: Natural Resource Management;
Theme E: Pollution Control and Waste Management.

The Northern Cape Province Coastal Management Plan prepared a “Plan
of Action” that represents a set of steps required in order to ensure its
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successful implementation. The success of the Northern Cape Province
Coastal Management Plan is seen as co-operative governance in
addition to capacity into the proposed institutional structures.
The major initial challenge of the Plan of Action is noted as the
establishment of the co-operative governance structures required to
implement the Management Plan
The study notes that partnerships between government, the private sector
and civil society must be built on order to ensure co-responsibility for
coastal management and to empower stakeholders to participate
effectively.
The development of a Coastal Management Unit (CMU) is seen as the
pivotal structure responsible for ensuring delivery. The study states that
central to the success of the CMU will be the position of the CEO /
Director.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
The following goals are contained in the Northern Cape Province
Coastal Management Plan (2005) which are of importance to
the Namakwa District Municipality:
− Facilitate governance and capacity building through
meaningful public participation and partnerships between
the State, private sector, civil society and the research
community.
− Fulfil international and trans-boundary responsibilities, whilst
retaining South Africa’s sovereignty.
− Appropriately manage and ensure that the public has the
right to physical access to the sea and the opportunities and
benefits of the coast.
− Preserve, protect or promote historical and cultural resources
and activities of the coast.
− Ensure that the State fulfils its duties as the legal custodian of
all coastal State assists on behalf of the people of South
Africa.
− Instil a sense of ownership of the coast to the Northern Cape.
− Promote the diversity, vitality and long-term viability of
coastal economies and activities.
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Alleviate coastal poverty through proactive coastal
development initiatives.
Maintain an appropriate balance between built, rural and
wilderness coastal areas.
Manage coastal settlements to be in harmony with local
and regional aesthetic, amenity, biophysical and cultural
opportunities and constraints.
Plan and manage coastal developments with regard for
natural hazards and minimising the risk of damage caused
by coastal processes (climate change, sea-level rise, etc.).
Maintain the diversity, health and productivity of coastal
processes and ecosystems.
Establish coastal protected areas.
Ensure that renewable resources and associated user
practices do not compromise the regenerative capacity of
coastal eco-systems.
Use non-renewable coastal resources in a manner that
optimises the public interest and retains options for
alternative and future uses.
Rehabilitate damaged or degraded coastal ecosystems
and habitats.
Implement pollution control and waste-management
measures in order to prevent, minimise and strictly control
harmful discharges into coastal ecosystems.
Manage polluting activities to ensure that they have minimal
adverse impacts on the health of coastal communities, and
on coastal ecosystems and their ability to support beneficial
human uses.
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2.3

DISTRICT POLICY

2.3.1

SIYANDA DISTRICT SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (in progress)

Figure 2.3.1.1 shows some of the existing key relationships and linkages
between the Siyanda and Namakwa District Municipalities.
Note: An SDF was not previously prepared for the Namakwa District
Municipality.
The following aspects are noted:
• The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) covers portions of the Municipality,
see Figure 2.3.1.1. The benefits of the SKA include:
- previously high‐speed unconnected communities have better
broadband access;
- Improving educational resources in the area;
- Promoting education and training (the SKA SA initiative has
already provided more than 270 science and engineering
bursaries from undergraduate to post‐doctoral level).
•
West coast district Council (Western Cape)
•
Abutting Municipality in Namibia
- N7 Corridor
- Ai-Ais-Richtersveld Trans-frontier Park
- Orange River – three ways
- Tourism
- Intensive agriculture
- Water conservation
•
N14 Corridor to Upington.
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Figure 2.3.1.1

Namakwa District Spatial Development Framework (in progress)
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2.3.2

NAMAKWA DISTRICT INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2006 – 2011

The IDP has the following as the vision of the municipality:
“The establishment of a development-orientated and economically
viable district through sustainable growth.”
The IDP notes specific developmental objectives / targets for the district.
These include:
• The construction of a dam in the lower Orange River before 2014;
• Establish and implement an operational Mariculture Park in Port Nolloth
and Hondeklip Bay by 2010;
• Increase road maintenance funding and implementation of a
structured road maintenance plan before 2010;
• Develop the human potential through a Training-Retaining Plan before
2010.

15
Hantam
Sub-Total

Upgrading

16
Sutherland
17
Williston
18
Pofadder/ Oneenskamp
19
Sizamele
Sub-Total
20
Fraserburg
21
Pofadder
22
Richtersveld Mun.
Sub-Total
23
Richtersveld Mun.
Sub-Total
24
Richtersveld Mun.
Sub-Total

TOTAL
Table 2.3.2.1

Infrastructure – Sewerage
Upgrade facilities
Upgrade oxidation ponds
Upgrade network
Upgrade facilities
Infrastructure – Water
Upgrade network
Upgrade bulk supply
Borehole purification
Infrastructure – Mariculture
Upgrade and extend facilities
Infrastructure – Solid Waste
Waste disposal facility

1,50
2,00
6,80
6,70
0,88
0,60
14,98
6,40
6,80
3,50
16,70
2,25
2,25
1,00
1,00

55.34
IDP projects for the period 2006 – 2011 (Integrated Development Plan 2006 – 2011)

Table 2.3.2.1 indicates the IDP service delivery and infrastructure projects
for the period 2006 – 2011 for the District Municipality.
Location
1
Hondeklip
2
District wide
Sub-Total
3
Zwartkop
4
Okiep
5
Bergsig / Vaalwater
6
Bergsig / Matjieskloof
7
Lepelsfontein
8
Spoegrivier
9
Khai Ma Mun.
10
Richtersveld Mun.
Sub-Total
11
Head office
12
Khai Ma Mun.
Sub-Total
13
14

Kamieskroon
Kamiesberg
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Infrastructure - Housing
Description
Repair of 33 houses
Housing provision (accreditation)
Infrastructure – facilities
Provision of sports facilities
Provision of sports facilities
Multipurpose centre
Provision of sports facilities
Multipurpose centre
Provision of sports facilities
recreation
Improvements to health facilities
Infrastructure – Roads
Paving
Paving and brick making
Infrastructure – electricity
Electrification of low cost houses
Upgrading of equipment

Amount (R)m
1,84
0,65
2,49
1,62
1,30
0,75
1,00
1,60
0,50
1,20
0,1
9,07
0,35
6,50
6,85
0,25
0,25
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Figure 2.3.2.1 IDP projects
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2.4

MUNICIPAL POLICY

The Macro SDF for the Municipality is illustrated in Figure 2.4.1.1.

2.4.1

RICHTERSVELD SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The following development concepts were proposed for the SDF:

The Richtersveld Spatial Development Framework was prepared in 2010.
The spatial goal for the municipality is to “optimally develop our inherent
economic opportunities such as the natural beauty characterised by the
unique plant biodiversity, mountainous areas, coastline, Orange River,
spectacular wildflower display, mining opportunities including diamonds
and other minerals, to protect and utilise the rich and diverse natural and
cultural heritage for the enjoyment of all and to develop sustainable
settlements where residents can live enriched, healthy and convenient
lives”.
The following spatial objectives are proposed in order to attain the spatial
vision:
• To exploit economic opportunities in a sustainable manner;
• To protect the sensitive natural environment and resources from
inappropriate and opportunistic development;
• To create sustainable urban and rural settlements.
The SDF proposed the following spatial strategies:
• Exploit economic opportunities by:
- Create a hierarchy of activity nodes;
- Develop Richtersveld Tourism Corridors;
- Improve Transfrontier linkages with Namibia;
- Irrigation farming along the Orange River;
- Development of the fishing and mariculture industries
• Create sustainable urban and rural settlements BY:
- Sustainable bulk water supply to Port Nolloth;
- Eradicate basic services backlogs
• Protect the natural and built environment
- Promote the Ais-Ais Richtersveld Transfrontier Park as catalyst for
tourism development
- Promote water conservation practices;
- Integrated waste management and recycling
CNdV africa Planning and Design CC

Primary activity node - Port Nolloth:
• Create areas of economic and social advantage reinforcing a wide
range of inter-linked activities and land uses;
• Attract private and public investments;
• Accommodate regional and sub-regional growth;
• Provide a full range of services and goods;
• Focus area to which catalyst development projects are directed;
• Urban renewal initiatives and economic regeneration are supported;
• Higher density residential development should be encouraged
especially where contextually appropriate. Such development should
be sensitive to the natural and urban/historic environment and be
generally compatible with surrounding land uses and development.
Secondary activity node -Alexander Bay:
• Diversify the economic base to provide mariculture, agriculture and
tourism;
• Increase economic and social opportunities;
• Urban renewal initiatives and economic regeneration are supported;
• Increase access to rural settlements.
Rural service centres - Sanddrift, Kuboes, Eksteenfontein and Lekkersing;
• Improve the status quo of these settlements through focused CRDP
projects;
• Improve road access, human resource development, and upgrade of
engineering and social infrastructure to a basic service level standards;
• Contain development within existing settlement footprint;
• Should not be viewed as areas for future growth;
• Create a local economic base for these settlements, for example
farming or tourism.
Tourism development: Opportunities exist for tourism facilities in the AisAis/Transfrontier Park and should be developed as such.
Tourism Corridors: Tourism corridors should focus on supporting the
hospitality and tourism industry along it. The tourism of Richtersveld should
be promoted and marketed through a well-developed tourism
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Figure 2.4.1.1 Richtersveld Spatial Development Framework (source: Umsebe Development Planners, 2010)
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strategy. Such a strategy should focus on the inherent tourism potential of
the towns and points of interest in their surrounds and to link these tourist
attractions through proper roads.
Transportation corridor: The following transport corridors consisting of the
N7 – Port Nolloth – Alexander Bay corridor consisting of the N7 highway,
R382 tar road and proposed railway link between Port Nolloth and
Upington. These corridors should focus on mobility (regional linkages). The
railway link will improve railway access and the creation of economic
opportunities.
Coastal corridor: A coastal setback line needs to be identified in order to
effectively control development along the coastline, to maintain its
biodiversity and to reduce the risks associated
with anticipated rise in sea levels.
Environmental Conservation zone: should include all ecologically sensitive
natural open spaces with conservation value i.e. mountain ranges,
proclaimed nature reserves, conservancies, river environments, wetlands,
biodiversity corridors, sensitive coastal areas etc.
Proposed Wind Farm: Kannikwa Vlakte Wind Farm near Port Nolloth The
facility will consist of 80 wind turbines to generate electricity that will be
fed into the National Power Grid. The property is located at the T-junction
of the road to Kleinsee and the R382 main road.

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
•

•

•
y

Major conservation and tourism sub-region with 60-70% of local
Municipality proposed to fall within either formal or voluntary
conversation status including community conservancies.
Multi-purpose corridors proposed:
- Coastal:
- marine resources
- transport (includes R382 Steinkopf to Port
Nolloth)
- nodal coastal development
- tourism
Orange River: - river and rive rbank tourism
- agriculture, especially irrigation
Transport
Class 1 transport arterial from Steinkopf to Alexander Bay and
Port Nolloth
Extension of rail line from Kakamas to Port Nolloth.
Improved harbour facilities at Port Nolloth
Energy – wind energy near Port Nolloth
Visual impact on tourism potential to be sensitive
The PSDF shows the Alexander Bay, and Port Nolloth, are
settlements with “High Economic Growth Potential” and should
both be indicated as Primary Activity Nodes

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
The proposed Wind Energy Farm proposed near Port Nolloth.
•
Port Nolloth is identified as a primary activity node and a tourism
node.
•
The R382 route is identified as transportation corridors.
•
A railway line is proposed between Port Nolloth and Kakamas.
•
Richtersveld – nationally and potentially world famous rugged
wilderness and cultural tourism area – link with first people’s around
the world; trans-national tourism with Aras.
•
Orange River – challenge of reconciling tourism, mining,
agriculture and biodiversity conservation.
•
Coastal strip – challenge of reconciling tourism, including access
to the sea and biodiversity conservation, strip farming and its
rehabilitation.
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2.4.2

NAMA KHOI SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The preparation of the Nama Khoi SDF entailed only the compilation of a
set of maps. The maps consisted of a number of status quo maps and
future proposals for a number of settlements in the Nama Khoi
Municipality. Plans for the following settlements were prepared:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bergsig Skietbank
Buffelsrivier
Bulletrap
Carolusberg
Concordia
Fonteintjie
Goodhouse
Komaggas
Nababeep
O’kiep
Rooiwal
Rooiwinkel
Springbok (Matjieskloof)
Steinkopf
Vioolsdrift

No municipal wide spatial development plan was prepared nor was there
any written documentation prepared.

2.4.3

KAMIESBERG SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The SDF for the Kamiesberg Municipality is based on the following
principles:
I.
II.

•
•
•
•
III.

Having Institutional Capability
The municipality should employ suitable qualified staff to ensure
clean, transparant, effective and efficient administration.
Having Functional Competency
This entails having the necessary “tools” to best enable a
municipality to conduct its functions.
This would enable the
municipality to:
Effectively protect environmentally sensitve areas, nature reserves,
heritage and archaeology.
Create linkages and access.
Actively and forecefully address spatial fragmentation.
Provide bulk infrastructure and appropriate service levels.
Having a Vibrant Economy
To create a vibrant and thriving economy economic diversification
needs to be employed in the Kamiesberg Municipality.

The Kamiesberg SDF is illustrated in Figure 2.4.3.1.
The SDF makes the following proposals for the Municipality:
Tourism: the Namaqua National Park be extended eastwards to
encompass the Skilpad Wildlife Flower Reserve and extend further east to
the N7 boundary. Expansion to the west is proposed to the north of
Koingnaas to encompass a section of the alluvial mining area and to
include the area between the proposed economic growth point and the
Spoegrivier.
These expansion proposals coincide with the Namaqua National Parks,
Park Management Plan, February 2010 (draft) as prepared by the South
African National Parks. This area must play a more aggressive role in the
economic environment. It is envisaged that within the proposed
economic growth point, tourism resorts and apartments should be
promoted and encouraged as this nodal point provides back to back
tourism benefits in conjunction with the marine rich Atlantic Ocean and
the Namaqua National Park.
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In addition the Roodeberg Conservation Farm near Garies should be
promoted as a tourism development opportunity within the ambit of
economic empowerment of the Leliefontein Communal Area (LCA).
Economic Growth Point: This area incorporates a portion of the LEAP
Project area (Living Edge of Africa Project).
The LEAP project, has promising features of which the following should be
prioritised and pursued:
•

The Desalination Plant at Hondeklipbaai: The capacity of this plant
should be to address the water need of the Namakwa District
Municipality similar to the Tampa Bay Water Plant.

•

The Reinstatement of the Hondeklipbaai Fishing Industry and
Mariculture: Mariculture industry with, among others, abalone being
farmed for export to the Far East, should also be pursued as there is
internationally a high demand for abalone.

•

The Establishment of Resorts and Accommodation: As the growth point
is flanked in the west by the Atlantic Ocean and to its east by the NNP
it is desirable that the within the growth point resorts and holiday
accommodation be established. Good quality accommodation with
a four star rating is currently relatively scarce in the Kamiesberg area.

•

The Provision of Secondary Industries Related to Infrastructure Provision
such as Wind and Solar Energy Generation: the micro climate within
this section of the Kamiesberg Municipal Area is suitable for, in
particular, wind energy generation. The availability of electricity as
with water is the second main component to have in order to sustain
high levels of industrial investment.

•

The Land Reform / Commonage Area: The LCA has, in combination
with stock farming, the potential to provide opportunities for
renewable energy generation in the form of wind and solar power.
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Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
Hondeklipbaai and Koingnaas - economic growth point. Both
Koingnaas and Hondeklipbaai are categorised by the PSDF as
settlements with low economic growth potential and low social
need. The designation by the SDF is in contradiction with the
PSDF and needs to be reiewed. Kammieskroon and Garies are
categorised in the PSDF as settlements with high economic
growth potential and should be designated in the SDF as
Economic Growth Points.
•
Garies - administrative centre.
•
Soebatsfontien - tourism portal to the NNP.
•
Koingnaas - green village.
•
Spoegrivier - cultural village.
•
The area between Koiingnaas and south of Hondeklipbaai economic growth point.
•
The Namaqua National Park is proposed to be extended north of
Koingnaas.
•
The location of Settlements in the immediate vicinity of Vaalputs
(storage of low and intermediate level nuclear waste from
Koeberg) need to be avoided.
•
Gas mining is proposed at Hpndeklipbaai. The alignment of a gas
pipeline from this location to Sa;danha Bay needs to be
confirmed and should not negatively affect the Namaqua
National Park.
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Nuclear Storage

to Vredendal
Direction to extend park

Figure 2.4.3.1 Kamiesberg Spatial Development Framework (source: Aurecon, 2010)
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2.4.4

HANTAM SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The Hantam Spatial Development Framework was prepared in 2010.
The spatial goal for the municipality is to “To optimally develop our
inherent economic opportunities such as agriculture, the natural beauty
characterised by a spectacular wildflower display, clear night skies,
splendid escarpment views, possible mining opportunities, to protect and
utilise the rich and diverse natural and cultural heritage for the enjoyment
of all and to develop sustainable settlements where residents can lead
enriched, healthy and convenient lives”.
The SDF proposed the following spatial strategies:
• Exploit economic opportunities
- Development of transportation corridors linking Municipality with
markets;
- Sustainable agricultural development surrounding rural service
centres.
• Create sustainable urban and rural settlements
- Create hierarchy of activity nodes;
- Eradicate basic services backlog;
- Promote water conservation practices.
• Protect the natural and built environment
- Conservation and development of natural environment.
The Macro SDF proposed for the Municipality is illustrated in Figure 2.4.4.1.
The following proposals were made:
Primary activity node – Calvinia:
• Attract private and public investments;
• Increase economic and social opportunities
• Accommodate regional and sub-regional growth
• Provide a full range of services and goods
• Focus area to which catalyst development projects are directed
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Rural service centres:
1)
•
•
•
•

Nieuwoudtville:
Prevent further expansion outside the urban edge
Should not be viewed as focus areas for future growth
Focus on nature conservation and tourist facilities
Channel further growth and development to Calvinia through urban
renewal

2)
•
•
•
•

Loeriesfontein:
Contain settlement footprint;
Direct growth to Calvinia;
Improve status of engineering services and social infrastructure;
Should not be viewed as focus area for future growth.

3)
•
•
•
•

Brandvlei:
Contain settlement footprint;
Direct growth to Calvinia;
improve status of engineering services and social infrastructure;
should not be viewed as focus area for future growth.

4)
•
•
•
•

Middelpos
Improve the status quo of Middelpos through focused CRDP projects
Improve road access to Calvinia
Human resource development
Upgrade of engineering and social infrastructure to basic service level

Tourism nodes: Nieuwoudtville, Calvinia and Loeriesfontein have been
identified as tourism nodes. The tourism of Hantam should be promoted
and marketed through a well-developed tourism strategy. Such a strategy
should focus on the inherent tourism potential of the towns, tourism
attractions in the surrounds and proper tourism routes linking these tourist
attractions.
Transportation corridors:
• Nieuwoudtville-Calvinia-Williston corridor consisting of the R63 tar road
and railway link between Calvinia, Williston and Carnarvon;
• Nieuwoudtville-Calvinia-Brandvlei-Kenhardt corridor consisting of the
R27 tar road leading from Cape Town to Upington.
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SOS PLEASE EDIT PLAN

Figure 2.4.4.1 Hantam Spatial Development Framework (source: Umsebe Development Planners, 2010)
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•

Tourism Corridors: The “Rooibos Heritage Route” between
Nieuwoudtville and Wuppertal along the R364 road, offers experiences
ranging from guided hikes to exploring rock art and medicinal plants,
courses on baking of traditional bread and harvesting your own wild
Rooibos tea.
Nieuwoudtville-Calvinia-Sutherland is identified as an eco-tourism
corridor. It is proposed that this corridor be extended to include
Loeriesfontein.
Further tourism routes include the route (R355) between Calvinia and
Ceres and extending the Loeriesfontein-Niewoudtville tourism corridor
to the south towards Clanwilliam.
Tourism corridors should focus on supporting the hospitality and tourism
industry along it.

•

Environmental Conservation: The environmental conservation zone
comprise of the Bokkeveld-Hantam-Roggeveld corridor which includes
Bokkevel-, Hantam- and Roggeberge and runs from north-west to
south east across the municipality.

•

Solar Energy Facility: The site proposed is located on the farm
Kaalspruit (Portion 8 of the farm Kaalspruit 283) on the outskirts of
Loeriesfontein. The solar field will consist of approximately 160 000
panels (depending on final capacity) and will occupy approximately
2km² of area in total.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• A solar energy facility is proposed north of Loeriesfontein.
• Loeriesfontein - Rural Service Centre and a Tourism node.
• Nieuwoudtville - Tourism Node and Rural Service Centre.
• Calvinia - primary activity node and a tourism node. The PSDF
shows Calvinia as a settlement with High Economic growth /
Development Potential.
• Large portions within the local municipality are designated as
environmental conservation areas.
• The R357, R355 and R354 are identified as tourism corridors.
• The N7, R27, R63 and R27 north are identified as transportation
corridors.
• Infrastructure in the form of a water pipeline is proposed from

A corridor of mountainous and ecologically sensitive areas located
along the western municipal boundary which includes the Bokkeveld
Mountains, Hantam Botanical Gardens and Oorlogskloof Nature
Reserve.
Major rivers (Saadkraal, Krom, Doring, Hantams, Vis, Oorlogskloof,
Droë, Renoster and Brak Rivers) form important biodiversity corridors
and should be protected from human settlement.
Non-perennial pans and wetlands are located in the north eastern
part which form an important habitat after summer rains.
•

Mining Development: The following mining opportunities exist: Salt
and gypsum mining between Brandvlei and Loeriesfontein, copper
mining to the west of Loeriesfontein, ceramic clay in the Calvinia
District, Quartzite, sandstone, silt and shale north and west of
Nieuwoudtville
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2.4.5

KAROO HOOGLAND SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (2010)

The spatial goal for the municipality is to “optimally develop our inherent
economic opportunities such as our natural beauty and clear night skies,
to protect and utilise our rich and diverse natural and cultural heritage for
the enjoyment of all and to develop sustainable settlements where
residents can lead enriched, healthy and convenient lives”.
The SDF proposed the following spatial strategies:
• Exploit economic opportunities by:
- Strengthening mobility & economic links between Sutherland,
Fraserburg and Williston;
- Development of cross border Tourism Corridors;
- Promote development of Sutherland astronomy tourism hub;
- Supporting sustainable mining exploration;
- Promoting renewable energy generation.
• Create sustainable urban and rural settlements by:
- Strengthening hierarchy of activity nodes;
- Eradicating basic services backlogs;
- Conservation of ground water as raw water supply
• Protect the natural and built environment:
- Conservation of natural environment;
- Protection of heritage features.
The Macro SDF for the municipality is illustrated in Figure 2.4.5.1. it includes
the following proposals:
Astronomy centre – Sutherland:
• Focus on tourism by providing sufficient tourist facilities
accommodation;
• Restrict noxious developments in terms of light and air pollution;
• Attract private and public investments;
• Protect the heritage significance of Sutherland;
• Promote urban renewal strategies;
• Increase economic and social opportunities;
• Focus development within urban edge.
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Figure 2.4.5.1

Karoo Hoogland Spatial Development Framework (source: Umsebe Development Planners, 2010)
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Administrative centre – Williston:
• Improve the provision of basic engineering services;
• Encourage tourism development;
• Restrict further growth and development within urban edge;
• Improve main road sections through town.
Heritage centre – Fraserburg:
• Protect the heritage significance of Fraserburg;
• Encourage tourism development;
• Restrict growth and development within urban edge;
• Improve main road in town.

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• Two wind energy facilities are proposed, south and east of
Sutherland respectively.
• The settlements of Williston, Fraserburg and Sutherland are identified
as activity and tourism nodes.
• Large portions within the local municipality are designated as
environmental conservation areas.
• The Calvinia – Williston – Carnarvon and Sutherland – Matjiesfontein
– N1 routes are identified as transport corridors.
• The route is identified as a transport corridor.

Tourism nodes:
• Opportunities exist for tourism facilities and should be developed as
such.
Transportation corridors:
• Calvinia-Williston-Carnarvon corridor consisting of the R63 tar road and
railway link between Carnarvon, Williston, Calvinia and to the N7;
• Sutherland-Matjiesfontein-N1 corridor consisting of the R354 tar road
linking Sutherland with the N1 highway via Matjiesfontein, which is the
main link between Karoo Hoogland and Cape Town.
Tourism corridors/routes:
• Sutherland - Calvinia - Nieuwoudtville and Sutherland - Fraserburg Williston. It is essential that promoting the unique features of the
different towns be combined into one strategy. Tourism corridors
should focus on supporting the hospitality and tourism industry along it.
The tourism of Karoo Hoogland should be promoted and marketed
through a well-developed tourism strategy.
Environmental Conservation Zone
• Should include all ecologically sensitive natural open spaces with
conservation value i.e. mountain ranges, proclaimed nature reserves,
conservancies, river environments, wetlands, biodiversity corridors etc.
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2.4.6

KHÂI-MA SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

The Khâi-Ma Spatial Development Framework was prepared in 2010.
The spatial goal for the municipality is to “optimally develop our inherent
economic opportunities i.e. mining, agriculture, tourism, to protect and
utilise the rich and diverse natural and cultural heritage for the enjoyment
of all and to develop sustainable settlements where residents can live
enriched, healthy and convenient lives”.
The SDF identified three spatial goals each of which re complimented by
a set of spatial guidelines. The spatial strategies indicate how the
objectives can be achieved through a series of interventions that
capitalise on the opportunities within the Municipality:
• Exploit economic opportunities:
- Strengthen mobility and economic links between Pofadder (primary
activity node) and Aggeneys, Onseepkans, Pella and Witbank
(lower order settlements);;
- Demarcate land with mineral deposits for mining development;
- Promotes irrigation farming close to Rural Service Centres (Pella,
Onseepkans & Witbank);
- Support sustainable mining development at Gamsberg which would
not negatively impact on the environment;
- Development of Khâi-Ma tourism corridor
- Create motor vehicle testing hub at Pofadder;
- Optimal usage of commonage by emerging farmers;
- Establishing of a railway link between Kakamas and Port Nolloth;
- Eradication of invasive plants and establishment of secondary
industries.
• Create sustainable urban and rural settlements
- Strengthen hierarchy of activity nodes;
- Develop residential & employment opportunities close to bulk
engineering infrastructure;
- Eradicate basic services backlogs;
- Promotes sustainable land reform along Orange River;
- Upgrade sports and health amenities;
- Employment of renewable energy technology
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• Protect the natural and built environment
- Implement of water conservation and efficiency measures;
- Protect environmental conservation corridors and zones Implement
effective land use control and management with primary focus on
environmental sustainability.
The Macro SDF for the Municipality is illustrated in Figure 2.4.6.1.
The SDF makes the following proposals:
Primary activity node – Pofadder:
• Facilitate the development of Pofadder into an economic growth
centre
• Attract private and public investments
• Promote urban renewal strategies
• Increase economic and social opportunities
• Accommodate regional and sub-regional growth
• Provide a full range of services and goods
Secondary activity node – Aggeneys:
• Restrict further expansion outside the existing urban edge
• Channel further growth and development to Pofadder.
Rural service centres - Onseepkans, Witbank and Pella:
• Allow business development to exploit the historic significance of Pella
• Provide facilities to tourists to compliment the border-post function of
Onseepkans
• Should not be viewed as focus areas for future growth
• Restrict development within urban edge
• Improve the status quo of these settlements through focused CRDP
projects, improved road access, human resource development, and
upgrade of engineering and social infrastructure to basic service level.
Orange River Corridor provides ample opportunities for agricultural and
tourism development like include irrigation farming and eco-tourism.
Transportation corridor - Springbok-Pofadder-Upington consisting of the
N14 and proposed railway link between Kakamas and Port Nolloth is the
main transportation link of the municipality. This route should function as a
regional linkage, with the focus on transport mobility.
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Figure 2.4.6.1

Khâi Ma Spatial Development Framework (source: Umsebe Development Planners, 2010)
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Tourism Routes/Corridors - The “Pofadder-Onseepkans” and PofadderWitbank” tourism routes will be prioritised for tourism development with
Pofadder, Onseepkans and Pella the identified tourism nodes. This route
could play a significant role in edu-tourism, providing information on the
natural environment, culture and conservation of the region and the
communities.
Agricultural zones: Intensive agricultural development should be limited to
defined areas along the Orange River where it will not impact negatively
on the unique biodiversity of the area.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
•
The settlements of Onseepkans and Pella are indentified as Rural
Service centres and tourism nodes.
•
Pofadder is identified as a primary activity node and a tourism
node.
•
Aggeneys is identified as a secondary activity node.
•
Witbank is identified as a Rural Service Centre.
•
Large portions within the local municipality are designated as
environmental conservation areas.
•
The Port Nolloth- Pofadder – Onseepkans route is identified as a
tourism corridor.
•
The Springbok – N14 – Upington route is identified as a transport
corridor.
•
The Pofadder Solar Thermal Plant is proposed north of Pofadder.
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2.5

ABUTTING SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS

One Province and two district Municipalities abut the Namakwa District
Municipality:
2.5.1

Western Cape Province

The WC-PSDF aims to:
• “Be the spatial expression of the Provincial Growth and Development
Strategy;
• Guide IDP’s, SDF’s and provincial and municipal SDP’s;
• Help prioritise and align investment and infrastructure plans other
provincial departments as well as national departments;
• Provide clear signals to the private sector about desired development
directions;
• Increase predictability in the development environment;
• Redress the spatial legacy of apartheid.”
The Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework was
adopted by the provincial cabinet in December 2005 and aims to give
direction and guidance for the spatial development within the Western
Cape, see Figure 2.5.1.1
This policy document formulates proposals that deal with the following
areas of intervention: social economic development; urban restructuring
and environmental sustainability.
The WCPSDF composite map indicates the broad spatial planning
categories derived from the approach to bioregional planning. The five
broad spatial categories provide policies for development and activities
in the:
• Core areas;
• Buffer areas;
• Intensive agriculture areas;
• Urban development; and,
• The Urban Edge.
The northern boundary of the Western Cape Province abuts the
Namakwa District Municipality. The WC PSDF identified Core Areas (2:
Ecological Corridors) and Transport Corridors that link the Namakwa
CNdV africa Planning and Design CC

District and the Western Cape Province. The northern portion of the
Western Cape that abuts the Namakwa District Municipality is designated
as a Buffer 2 area.
Core 2 include river corridors, ecological corridors are areas that may not
yet exhibit high levels of biodiversity but shall be protected and restored so
that this status can be achieved.
Ecological Corridors differ from Core 1 areas in that they contain land that
may be currently designated Buffer 1 and Buffer 2, Intensive Agriculture or
Urban Development but which should be converted over time to Core
Area. Urban Development and Intensive and Extensive Agriculture should
be discouraged within these corridors even where these rights already
exist using an offset mechanism.
Buffer Areas should serve as an interface between Intensive Agriculture
and Urban Development areas but in some instances these land-use
categories may directly abut Core Areas. Buffer 2 (Vulnerable and least
threatened areas of biodiversity overlapping with extensive agriculture)
areas contain vulnerable and least threatened areas of biodiversity and
no offsets are necessary in these areas.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• A Coastal Ecological Corridor in a north westerly direction towards
Alexander Bay.
• Ecological Corridors link the Core 1 areas so as to create a
continuous network that will permit animal and bird movement,
seed transport and recreational and environmental educational
opportunities such as hiking trails and bird watching.
• Key transport linkages:
• Road:
o N7 - Cape Town – Namibia rouote through Gaires,
kamieskroon, Springbok, Steinkopf , Mobile
o N7 – Uppington via niewoudtsville, Calvnia, Brandvlei
o N1 – links from Sutherland and Fraserberg
o Wilderness link through ceres – Tankwa Karoo to Cavinia
• Rail:
o To Namibia via Springbok
o Sishen – Saldanha railway line
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Figure 2.5.1.1

Western Cape Province (source: PGWC, 2009)
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2.5.2

Siyanda District Municipality

The Siyanda District SDF states its purpose is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Be a strategic, indicative and flexible forward-planning tool with its
main aim to guide planning and decisions on land development;
Develop an argument or approach to the development of the
area which is clear enough to allow decision-makers to deal with
unanticipated / unexpected situations;
Develop a spatial logic which guides private sector investment;
Ensure the social, economic and environmental sustainability of
the area;
Establish priorities and places where public-private partnerships are
possible.

The SDF is based on six spatial structuring elements. These include the
following:
• Urban Edge;
• Precincts;
• Nodes;
• Activity Corridors;
• Activity Streets;
• Municipal Open Space System.

-

Its strategic location – good access via the N3 and N5 routes,
railway line and air strip at Upington;
Low crime rate;
Vacant sites;
A large labour force;
Existing infrastructure;
Good educational facilities;
Scenic environment;
Tourism potential;
Industrial development potential.

Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) covers portions of the
Municipality. The benefits of the SKA include:
- previously communities unconnected now have better
broadband access;
- Improving educational resources in the area;
- Promoting education and training (the SKA SA initiative has
already provided more than 270 science and engineering
bursaries from undergraduate to post‐doctoral level).
• Continuation of the N14 national transport route (a main traffic
route in the Siyanda District).

The key functions of the Spatial Structuring Elements are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contain urban sprawl;
Promote urban and social integration by creating compact urban
areas;
Promote acceptable higher density areas;
Create quality urban environments through urban renewal and
landscaping;
Reduce the need for traffic movement and promotion of
pedestrian and non-motorised transport;
Alleviation of poverty and inequality.

Note: The SDF did not include a proposals drawing but noted the following
strengths / opportunities of the spatial economy:
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2.5.3

Pixley Ka Seme District Municipality (2010)

The Pixley Ka Seme District borders the Namakwa District to the east. The
Kareeberg and Ubuntu Local Municipalities border on the Namakwa
District.
Within the Kareeberg Local Municipality Van Wyksvlei, Carnarvon and
Vosburg are the main settlements. Carnarvon is identified as an Urban
Centre which should be developed and rehabilitated and economic
growth promoted. The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) and Karoo Array
Telescopes (KAT) near Carnarvon are to bring new skill development to
the area and provide employment opportunities. Van Wyksvlei and
Vosburg are to be promoted as a rural service centres providing services
and employment to the surrounding rural settlements.
Within the Ubuntu Local Municipality the town of Loxton has been
identified as a rural service centre to compliment satellite towns in remote
areas for the provision of basic services and employment creation.
Richmond is an Urban Satellite town where the stimulation of economic
growth should be promoted. Victoria West is an Urban Centre and should
be developed as an administrative centre.
The following key regional spatial issues were identified as the basis to be
address by the spatial development framework.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to land
Land development
Spatial integration
Sustainable land management
Proper distribution network
Land reform and restitution
Land conservation
Water resource challenges

•
•
•
•
•

Lack of skills;
Lack of entrepreneurship;
Small number of SMME’s active in the region;
Underutilization of the regions natural resources and economic
opportunities; and
Lack of water for irrigation.

Development corridors have been identified along the:
• N1
• N10
• N8
• N12
• Orange River (irrigation)
Development corridors should accommodate ribbon-like development
(economic opportunities) along movement routes.
Tourism corridors have been identified as:
• The Orange River
• Orange River linkage with the Gariep Dam
Tourism corridors are scenic routes linking places attracting tourists. These
routes should focus on attracting uses related to the tourism and
hospitality industry.
Implications for Namakwa District Municipality
• Small stock farming is proposed along the border with Namakwa
Municipality.

The following development challenges were identified by the SDF:
• Lack of diversification of the district economy;
• Lack of investment in the region;
• Lack of employment opportunities;
• Rising level of poverty;
• Geographically imbalanced settlement structure;
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2.6

ALIGNMENTS

The vertical and horizontal alignments between the Namakwa District
Municipality SDF and the other planning policies affecting and affected
by this SDF are illustrated on the following two pages.
2.6.1

Horizontal Alignment

The horizontal alignment shows the relationship between the proposals
and policies of the Namakwa District SDF; and the draft NC PSDF; and
Western Cape PSDF discussed earlier in this report, see Figure 2.6.1a. Of
importance are:
•
•
•

linkages of ecological corridors and buffer corridors protecting rivers;
the continuation of road/rail transport corridors.
cross border parks and mountain catchments areas

2.6.2

Vertical Alignment

The vertical alignment shows graphically, on Figures 2.6.1b the relationship
between the Namakwa District SDF and the local municipal SDF’s.
A number of local spatial development frameworks were completed prior
to certain municipal boundary adjustments. This has resulted in spatial
proposals which exclude the former DMA areas. Due to a lack of any
spatial direction in these areas it will be important for the Namakwa
District SDF to provide principles to ensure structured development in
these areas. The NDM SDF will aim to address this and the following
important elements from the local municipal SDF’s:
•
•
•
•

Tourism corridors
Ecological corridors
Transportation corridors
Cross border parks
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Figure 2.6.1a Implications of surrounding SDFs
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Figure 2.6.1b Alignment of the Namakwa District SDF with local SDFs
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2.7

CRITICAL FRAMEWORK SPATIAL PRINCIPLES

The Critical Framework comprising spatial principles is introduced in Phase
1 because principles on good spatial practise should inform all
deliberations on spatial issues as a golden thread from the start. This will
help to clarify the issues and vision in Phase 2 as well as provide a yardstick
for assessing performance in the Spatial Analysis in Phase 3. These
principles interpret the key policy requirements described in sections 2.1 to
guide analysis and proposals.
Section 2(4)(a) of the Local Government Regulations No 796 of 2000
requires that an SDF should reflect the DFA principles. Section 3 (1) of the
DFA presents an extensive list of principles for land development, some of
which are aimed at influencing the spatial pattern of development, with
others focused on administrative procedures and the facilitation of
development.
Table 2.7.1 provides notes on the implementation of the DFA principles.
This section provides a set of suggested spatial principles for adoption in
the SDF that interprets the DFA principles and explains the practical
implications of those principles. The proposed principles should be
included as part of the background information presented as part of the
first round of public participation in Phase 2.

vehicles, may not always be able to afford public transport and thus have
to spend significant time and energy walking to fulfil their needs. Thus
appropriate walking distance should always be used as the measure for
accessibility. 20 minutes or 1km is regarded as an acceptable distance to
walk and should be used as a basis of settlement design, see Figure 2.7.1.

Figure 2.7.1

2.7.2

Walking distance

Functional integration

The implementation of the walking distance principle to promote greater
access to opportunities for all people, will require the functional
integration (DFA principles S3 (c)(i),(iii),(v)) of urban activities. At least 50%
of urban activities should be within walking distance of where people live,
see Figure 2.7.2.

Note: more principles specific to the vision and issues facing a particular
municipality may emerge in the Phase 2 Issues and Vision, and Phase 3,
Spatial Analysis and Synthesis.
SETTLEMENT PLANNING PRINCIPLES
2.7.1

Measuring Accessibility

The need to ensure that people have access to a variety of opportunities
is implied in a number of the DFA principles (S3(c)(i), (iii)). This requires an
understanding of the relationships between different activities in terms of
spatial proximity (close and far), access and time. In the past accessibility
has mostly been considered in terms of travel time in private vehicles,
however, this measurement is not only environmentally unsustainable, as it
is mostly dependent on access to private motor vehicles but also reflects
a denial of the reality that the majority of our citizens do not have private
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Figure 2.7.2

Functional integration
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2.7.3

Socio-economic integration

The principle of access and integration, also requires socio-economic
integration (DFA principle S3(c)(i),(vii)). Little progress has been made in
this regard since the advent of democracy. In reality there is often
community resistance to integration of poor, middle and high income
communities, and bank valuers often downgrade property values where
informal settlements or low income housing is provided in close proximity
to middle and high income housing. The use of a socio-economic
gradient with relatively small differences in income and property value
between adjacent communities can help mediate this problem.
Figure 2.7.3 illustrates how a high level of socio-economic integration can
be achieved in a 1km radius, applying this principle.
In particular efforts should be made to locate low income
neighbourhoods nearer to the core or nodes of settlements and away
from the periphery.

Figure 2.7.3

Socio-economic gradient (shows how different socio-economic groups can
be planned within walking distance of each other)
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Summary of DFA
principle
Integration of social,
economic, institutional,
and physical aspects of
land development
Integration of rural and
urban areas in support
of each other

Notes for implementation

Understand and map the social, economic and physical
aspects of the municipal area
Ensure that proposals are realistic in terms of the institutional
capacity and available funding of the municipality
Understand the nature of the space economy and how urban
and rural activities support each other (e.g. agriculture and
processing) and adopt policies that could strengthen this
relationship (e.g. protect agricultural land from development)
Understand the roles of settlements in the space economy and
promote future development that is supportive of the role.
Promotion of the
Use walking distance as a basis for settlement planning –
proximity or integration
ensure that all new development allows easy access for all
of residential and
people
employment
Make provision for mixed use development along
opportunities
development corridors
Optimise the use of
Understand and map the resource base of the municipality,
existing resources
particularly infrastructure networks
Use the walking distance measurement to assess the
accessibility of the resources to residents, when considering
proposals
Promote mixed use
Provide guidance on land use management guidelines for
development
mixed use development
Provide for a mix of uses in corridors and nodes
Discourage urban
Delineate an urban edge
sprawl and promote
Provide clear and practical policies and strategies to promote
densification
appropriate densification
Address the spatial
Understand and map the spatial patterns and obstacles to
legacy of apartheid
physical integration between previously segregated areas
Introduce clear proposals and strategies to promote
integration, particularly in relation to new housing
development, such as a requirement to include gap housing in
middle income developments
Promote sustainable access to rural land opportunities for HDIs
in the fields of agriculture, mining and tourism
Encourage
Map and understand the role of the biophysical resource base
environmentally
in the municipality
sustainable
Include clear strategies that will protect and/or minimise the
development
impact of development and human activities on this resource
base (such as a set back for development from river corridors)
Promote farming methods that do not erode or breakdown
the structure of the soil, remove nutrients beyond sustainable
nor pollute resources
Minimise visual impact of agricultural and mining buildings,
open cast mining and infrastructure, especially electrical
powerlines, particularly on rural areas.
Table 2.7.1
Implementation of the DFA Principles
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2.7.4

Efficient urban structure

REGIONAL AND RURAL PLANNING PRINCIPLES

Applying the principles of walking distance access and functional
integration, will contribute to creating more efficient (i.e. where urban
infrastructure is used optimally) settlements (DFA principle S3(iv), (vi)(vii).
Currently settlements are characterized by segregation of land uses and
low density development that cannot support public transport, or small
businesses. To address these issues and achieve better access and
integration, appropriate densification will have to be promoted in
settlements, see Figure 2.7.4. Density targets should be as follows: 25
dwelling units per hectare should be the target average density for
settlements that require internal public transport services (for use by all). In
small rural settlements an average gross density of 12-15 dwelling units per
hectare should be targeted so that they function within walking distance
and reduce the impact on agricultural land and scenic landscapes.
Within these average target ranges densities can increase towards the
core and decrease to as low as 4 – 8 du/ha to the periphery.

2.7.5

A logical settlement hierarchy

The concept of nodal development allows for the efficient
accommodation of a large population.
In large urban areas
decentralised nodes are connected by high speed arterials or railway
lines. This concept is applicable to metropolitan municipalities and as well
as local and district municipalities, where the various settlements should
be allowed to grow optimally according to their character and function,
whilst protecting agricultural, natural and scenic resources between
settlements (DFA principles3(c)(ii), (iv)), see Figure 2.7.5.

In larger, more complex settlements a multi-nodal pattern following the
same principles may be appropriate.
A further mechanism to
achieve
densification
and integration is to limit
lateral
growth
of
settlements through the
use an urban edge (DFA
principle S3(c)(vi)).
An
urban edge will promote
densification
and
integration
and
protecting
valuable
natural, agricultural and
scenic resources, see
Figure 2.7.4.

Figure 2.7.5

Figure 2.7.4
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Appropriate densification for a single node
settlement requiring internal public
transport

Hierarchy of Settlements (source: MCA, 2002)

Use land for its best use whether it is publicly or privately owned
Unless there are absolutely no other options land should be used for its
highest and best use where practicable. For example, well located arable
commonage land close to urban settlements should be used for intensive
agriculture such as crop farming or market gardening rather than
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extensive agriculture such as livestock farming or peripheral RDP housing
schemes.
2.7.6

Bio-regional planning zones

Five broad spatial categories are proposed to guide development and
activities as follows:

•
•

•

•

•

Core areas
o No development
o Conservation areas, river corridors, ridge line boundaries
Buffer areas
o Includes undeveloped rural land and extensive agriculture
(grazing and browsing)
o No development beyond 1 building per 10 hectares
o Development should be clustered (no further subdivisions below
minimum farm size – Dept of Agriculture)
Intensive agriculture areas
o No development beyond 1 building per 10 hectares
o Development should be clustered (no further subdivisions below
minimum farm size – Dept of Agriculture)
Urban Settlement
o Increase gross average densities to 25du/ha in settlements
requiring public transport.
o In smaller pedestrian friendly settlements target densities of
15du/ha.
o Includes public open space, golf courses and other urban open
space activities.
The Urban Edge
o Urban settlement should be located within the Urban Edge.
o All other uses should, as a general rule, be located outside the
Urban Edge
o In some instances, e.g. small scale intensive agriculture, market
gardens / allotments, may be located within the Urban Edge.
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Figure 2.7.6

Bio-regional planning zones

A FRAMEWORK FOR PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY
Long term sustainability is a core thrust of the DFA (principle 3(c)(viii)) In
order to ensure that sustainability is achieved whilst meeting the socioeconomic demands and requirements facing municipalities, it is important
to mediate between competing requirements.
The Ecological Socio-economic Relationship Framework, defines the
relationship between ecological integrity, social justice and economic
efficiency. It recognizes that economic efficiency is wholly dependent on
the quality of human resources and their ability to participate in the
economic system. In turn economic efficiency and social development is
wholly dependent on the availability of eco-system services such as
water, land, building materials and mineral resources. Because our planet
is essentially a closed system (with solar energy as our only external input),
it is not possible to exceed the capacity of the system in the long term,
thus excessive demand in the short term has long term negative
consequences. Figure 2.7.7 graphically illustrates the dependence of
economic development and human well-being and reproduction on
eco-system services.
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This closed cycle implies that production is dependent on human
resources (i.e. human reproduction) and what can be extracted from the
natural environment. In turn, waste from economic production and
human reproduction cannot exceed the capacity of the environment to
decompose waste.

Figure 2.7.7

Relationship between bio-physical environment, economy and society
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